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Abstract

The trajectories of outwardly propagating spherical flames initiated by an external energy deposition are
studied theoretically, numerically, and experimentally by using hydrogen/air mixtures. Emphasis is placed
on how to accurately determine the laminar flame speeds experimentally from the time history of the flame
fronts for mixtures with different Lewis numbers and ignition energies. The results show that there is a crit-
ical flame radius only above which is the linear and non-linear extrapolation for flame speeds valid. It is
found that the critical radius depends strongly on the Lewis number. At large Lewis numbers, the critical
radius is larger than the minimum flame radius used in the experimental measurements, leading to invalid
flame speed extrapolation. The results also show that there is a maximum Karlovitz number beyond which
propagating spherical flame does not exist. The maximum Karlovitz number decreases dramatically with
the increase of Lewis number. Furthermore, the results show that the ignition energy has a significant
impact on the flame trajectories. It is found that the unsteady flame transition causes a flame speed reverse
phenomenon near the maximum Karlovitz number with different ignition energies. The occurrence of flame
speed reverse greatly narrows the experimental data range for flame speed extrapolation. The strong depen-
dence of flame trajectory on ignition energy and the existence of the flame speed reverse phenomenon are
also confirmed by experimental results.
Published by Elsevier Inc. on behalf of The Combustion Institute.
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1. Introduction

The laminar flame speed, S0
u, is one of the most

important parameters of a combustible mixture.
On a practical level, it affects the fuel burning rate
in internal combustion engines and the engine’s
performance and emissions. On a fundamental
level, the flame speed is an important target for
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kinetic mechanism development and validation.
Accurate determination of laminar flame speed is
extremely important for the development and val-
idation of kinetic mechanisms for gasoline and
diesel surrogate fuels and alternative fuels [1–3].
In the last fifty years, great attention has been
given to the development of new techniques and
the improvement of existing methodologies for
experimental determination of laminar flame
speed, and different flame configurations have
been utilized for flame speed measurement [4,5].
Among them, utilizing an outwardly propagating
ehalf of The Combustion Institute.
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spherical flame in a confined bomb is found to be
one of the most favorable, especially at high pres-
sures [3,5–7].

In the expanding spherical flame method [3,7–
14], a quiescent homogeneous combustible mix-
ture in a closed chamber is centrally ignited and
the propagating spherical flame front, Rf = Rf(t),
is recorded by using the Schlieren or shadow pho-
tography. When the pressure rise is negligible, the
burned gas is assumed to be quiescent. As a result,
the propagating velocity of the experimentally
visualized flame front is equal to the flame speed
with respect to the burned mixture, Sb = dRf/dt.
For moderate stretch rates, the flame speed can
be considered to vary linearly with the stretch rate
(which is K = (2/Rf)dRf/dt for expanding spheri-
cal flames) [15,16]

Sb ¼ S0
b � LbK ð1Þ

where S0
b and Lb are, respectively, the unstretched

laminar flame speed and Markstein length with re-
spect to the burned mixture. Therefore, S0

b and Lb,
can be obtained from the linear extrapolation
based on the plot of Sb � K. The laminar flame
speed with respect to the unburned mixture, S0

u,
is then obtained according to the mass conserva-
tion, S0

u ¼ aS0
b, where a = qb/qu is the density ratio

between the burned and unburned mixtures. In
the linear extrapolation, Sb and K are evaluated
from the flame front history using the data range
of [RfL, RfU] [3,7–14]. The lower bound, RfL, is
specified to reduce the effects of initial spark igni-
tion [10–12,17] and the upper bound, RfU, is cho-
sen to ensure that the pressure increase is
negligible [7–14]. Unfortunately, different
researchers made different choices without giving
an appropriate justification. Sometimes, these
choices were very intuitive. In our recent study
[14], it was found that the data range [RfL, RfU]
can significantly affect the accuracy of flame speed
measurement and great attention should be paid
to choosing proper data range.

The effect of different upper bounds, RfU, on
the accuracy of flame speed measurement has
been investigated in our previous studies [14,18].
In the current study, emphasis will be placed on
the lower bound RfL, which should be large
enough so that the effects of ignition, flame curva-
ture, and unsteadiness could be neglected [10–
12,17]. Bradley et al. [11,12] suggested that
RfL P 6 mm in order to minimize ignition effects.
Recently, Kelley and Law [19] proposed non-lin-
ear extrapolation for mixtures with large Mark-
stein lengths. In all the previous studies [3,7–14],
either linear or non-linear extrapolation is uti-
lized. However, there is no study on how to deter-
mine the proper lower bound RfL to make stretch
rate small enough and radius large enough so that
the linear or non-linear relationship between
stretched flame speed and stretch rate is satisfied.
Therefore, investigation of the mechanisms that
determine the minimum lower bound RfL is neces-
sary to ensure accurate linear or non-linear
extrapolation. The effects of ignition energy and
unsteadiness which were only briefly discussed in
[10,17], has not been systematically studied. It
was shown that the flame speed changes from zero
(flame ball solution) to the adiabatic planar flame
speed during the propagation and the flame speed
of high curved flames is one order smaller than
that of planar flame due to the diffusive-controlled
flame structure similar to flame ball [20]. As such,
both the Lewis number of the mixture and the
ignition energy will significantly affect the initial
flame trajectory. Recent experimental data have
shown that the flame trajectories for large Lewis
number mixtures are very complicated and that
using conventional extrapolation procedures for
the complicated flame trajectories is difficult [19].
In order to explain discrepancies that exist among
experimental data sets and provide theoretical
guidance for experimental determination of flame
speeds using the spherical flames, understanding
how ignition energy and mixture Lewis number
affect the unsteady flame evolution is important.

The objective of the present study is to examine
theoretically, numerically, and experimentally the
effects of Lewis number and ignition energy on
front trajectories of the propagating spherical
flames, and to provide a guidance for accurate
determination of flame speeds by using the spher-
ical flame experiments. First, theoretical analysis
of propagating spherical flames based on the
quasi-steady state assumption is presented to
investigate the critical flame radius above which
linear or non-linear relationship between stretched
flame speed and stretch rate is satisfied for differ-
ent Lewis numbers. Second, the effect of unsteady
flame transition at different ignition energies is
demonstrated by detailed numerical simulations.
Finally, experiments on outwardly propagating
spherical H2/air flames are conducted to validate
the theoretical and numerical results.
2. Theoretical analysis

The problem of outwardly propagating spher-
ical flames has been extensively studied by using
asymptotic techniques [20–26]. Ronney and Siv-
ashisky [21] studied the expanding spherical
flames within the framework of a slowly varying
flame (SVF) theory. While reasonable predictions
for Lewis number (Le) less than unity were
obtained, the results of the SVF theory are found
to be physically unrealistic for Le > 1. Bechtold
and coworkers [22,23] investigated the hydrody-
namic and thermal-diffusion instabilities and
effects of radiative loss in self-extinguishing and
self-wrinkling flames. Frankel and Sivashinsky
[24] examined the thermal expansion effect in
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Fig. 1. Normalized flame speed as a function of (a)
flame radius and (b) Karlovitz number predicted by
different models for different Lewis numbers.
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propagating spherical flames at the limit of
Le ? 1. Chung and Law [25] conducted integral
analysis for propagating spherical flames at
Le = 1. All the above studies were based on the
assumption of large normalized flame radius
(R = Rf/d� 1, where d is the flame thickness of
adiabatic planar flame). Only the recent work by
He [26] and Chen and Ju [20] spanned all the
spherical flame sizes and transitions between
flames at small radii (flame kernel, flame ball,
and self-extinguishing flame) and large radii
(propagating spherical and planar flame). There-
fore, theoretical results in [20] are utilized here
to investigate the critical flame radius above which
linear or non-linear relationship between stretched
flame speed and stretch rate is satisfied. It should
be noted that the quasi-steady assumption is used
and the effect of unsteadiness in the flame coordi-
nate is not included.

The theoretical results are only briefly pre-
sented below due to the space limitations (the
details could be found in [20]). By neglecting radi-
ative loss, the relationship between the normalized
flame radius, R = Rf/d, and the normalized flame
speed, U ¼ Sb=S0

b, can be expressed as

T f �
R�2e�URR1

R s�2e�Usds
� Q � R�2e�UR

¼ 1

Le
R�2e�ULeRR1

R s�2e�ULesds

¼ exp
Z
2

T f � 1

aþ ð1� aÞT f

� �
ð2Þ

where Tf, Q, and Z are, respectively, the normal-
ized flame temperature, ignition power at the cen-
ter, and Zel’dovich number. Equation (2) is valid
for flames with both small and large radii. Hereaf-
ter, we refer to it as the detailed model (DM).

For flames of large radius (R� 1), the detailed
model reduces to the simplified model (SM)

U þ 2

R

� �
ln U þ 2

R

� �
¼ Z

R
1

Le
� 1

� �

� 2

R
1

Le
� 1

� �
ð3Þ

which is similar to the theory presented in [24].
The only difference between Eq. (3) and the rela-
tion from [24] is the additional curvature term
on the right hand side of Eq. (3), which was not
considered in [24] for Z ?1 and Le ? 1. Unfor-
tunately, for most mixtures, the Zel’dovich num-
ber is in the range of 5 � 15 and the deviation of
Lewis number from unity can be of order 1. As
a result, the curvature term in Eq. (3) cannot be
neglected. For weakly stretched flames, the
stretched flame speed is nearly the adiabatic un-
stretched flame speed (i.e. U = 1 + e with e� 1).
In this limit, Eq. (3) reduces to the linear model
(LM) (also see Eq. (1)) [15,16]
U ¼ 1�Ma � Ka ð4Þ
where Ka ¼ 2U=R ¼ Kd=S0

u is the Karlovitz num-
ber and Ma = Le�1 � (Z/2)(Le�1 � 1) the Mark-
stein number which is the same as that derived
for premixed counterflow flames [27].

The normalized flame speed predicted as a
function of flame radius and the Karlovitz num-
ber (in Fig. 1(b) and Fig. 5(b), Ka = 2U/(aR) is
used since the propagating speed, thus the flame
stretch, is 1/a times of the laminar flame speed,
S0

u, to the zeroth order) by DM, SM, and LM
for Z = 10, a = 0.15 and Le = 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 is
shown in Fig. 1. It is observed that SM and LM
only agree well with DM at large flame radius.
In addition, the difference among the predictions
from DM, SM, and LM strongly depends on the
Lewis number. Figure 1(b) reveals that for each
Lewis number, there is a critical Karlovitz number
above which spherical flame cannot exist, due to
the quenching caused by the coupling of flame
curvature and stretch [20]. The maximum Karlo-
vitz number for Le = 2 is much smaller than that
of Le = 0.5 and 1.0, indicating that small spherical
flames does not exist at large Lewis numbers due
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to the stretch effect. Finite flame curvature always
decreases the flame speed (Eq. 2). However, the
effect of flame stretch on flame speed depends
strongly on the Lewis number derivation from
unity [27]. As a result, the critical Karlovitz num-
ber, denoted by the turning points in Fig. 1(b),
decreases significantly with the increase of Lewis
number. As shown later, this conclusion plays
an important role in determining the experimental
data range for flame speed measurement.

Figure 2 shows the critical flame radius, above
which the relative discrepancies between LM and
DM and between SM and DM are less than 5%.
Figure 2 reveals that the critical flame radius of
SM is much smaller than that of LM at a given
Lewis number, which is consistent with the fact
that the SM is more comprehensive than the
LM (SM is based on the assumption of large
flame radius; while LM is based on the assump-
tion of small stretch rate as well as large flame
radius). The non-monotonic change of the critical
flame radius with Lewis number is due to the fact
that the absolute value of Markstein length
becomes smallest when Le is close to a critical
value which is slightly less than unity [27].

By comparing the three different models of
DM, SM and LM given by Eqs. (2)–(4), we can
obtain the critical flame radius above which linear
or non-linear relationship between stretched flame
speed and stretch rate is satisfied. This critical
flame radius can be used as a guide to choose
the experimental data range to determine the
flame speed by using either linear or non-linear fit-
ting approaches using Eq. 3 or 4. Since the critical
flame radius changes greatly with Lewis number,
for mixtures such as rich hydrogen/air or lean
propane/air with Lewis numbers greatly different
from unity, the lower flame radius bound RfL

should be specified above the critical radius so
that the linear (based on LM) or non-linear (based
on SM) extrapolation could be conducted.
Lewis number, Le
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3. Numerical simulation

3.1. Numerical methods

In order to study the effects of unsteady flame
evolution at different ignition energies, a time-
accurate and space-adaptive numerical solver for
Adaptive Simulation of Unsteady Reacting Flow,
A-SURF (1D), has been developed to carry out
high-fidelity numerical simulations of outwardly
propagating spherical flames [34]. The conserva-
tion equations for a multi-species reactive mixture
in a one-dimensional spherical coordinate are
solved by using the finite volume method.
Detailed H2/air chemistry [28] is used in the simu-
lation. The thermodynamic and transport proper-
ties are evaluated by using the CHEMKIN and
TRANSPORT packages [29]. To maintain ade-
quate numerical resolution of the moving flame,
a multi-level, dynamically and locally adaptive
mesh refinement algorithm has been developed
[30]. Seven grid levels are utilized and the moving
reaction zone is always fully covered by a mesh
size of 16 lm. A-SURF (1D) has been successfully
used in our previous studies [14,30,33]. The details
on the governing equations, numerical schemes,
and code validation are given in Supplementary
document.

In all simulations, the spherical chamber radius
is set to be R0 = 100 cm and the flame trajectory
data with flame radius less than 5 cm are utilized.
Therefore, both the pressure increase (<1‰) and
the compression-induced flow effect [14] are negli-
gible. The flame is initiated by a small hot pocket
of the burned product surrounded by fresh mix-
ture at room temperature and pressure
(T0 = 298 K, P0 = 1 atm). The size of the hot
pocket, Rh, is between 0.9 and 2.0 mm, which
changes with the equivalence ratio of H2/air (for
very rich case, which has high Lewis number, a
large hot pocket is needed to obtain propagating
spherical flame [33]). In order to examine the effect
of ignition energy on flame trajectories, at a fixed
equivalence ratio, three different hot pocket sizes,
Rh, 1.2Rh, 1.4Rh, are utilized to mimic the exper-
iments with different ignition energies. In the sim-
ulation, the position of flame front, Rf, is defined
as the position of maximum heat release and the
flame speed is calculated from the flame front his-
tory according to Sb = dRf/dt.

3.2. Results and discussion

The outwardly propagating spherical H2/air
flames at different equivalence ratios (u = 0.5,
1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5) and different
ignition hot pocket sizes are simulated by using
A-SURF (1D). Figure 3 shows the flame speed
with respect to the burned mixture, Sb, as a func-
tion of the flame radius, Rf, and flame stretch rate,
K. The results reveal that the initial unsteady
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flame transition and different ignition energies
(hot pocket sizes) lead to different flame speed tra-
jectories. Only above a critical flame radius, Rc,
which is denoted by the open circles in Fig. 3, does
the flame speed trajectory become independent of
the ignition energy and converge to a low-dimen-
sional manifold. With the increase of equivalence
ratio, this critical flame radius increases dramati-
cally. For u = 4.5, the critical radius is even larger
than 0.8 cm, which lies within typical experimen-
tal data ranges using for extrapolation of flame
speed measurements. For example, lower flame
radius bounds, RfL, of 0.5 or 0.6 cm are often
employed [2,7,9–12]. Therefore, additional care
is needed to fit the experimental data for mixtures
with a large Lewis number. Moreover, Fig. 3(b)
shows that for flame radii larger than the critical
radius (stretch rates less than the critical stretch
rate marked by the open circles), Sb changes line-
arly with K, except for very small Lewis number
(the lean case at u = 0.5). As a result, for these
conditions, the linear extrapolation can be utilized
to obtain unstretched flame speed.

The critical radius and the Lewis number (in
[27,31]) for H2/air flames at different equivalence
ratio are shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that the critical
radius changes non-monotonically with the equiv-
alence ratio and is smallest for u = 2, which corre-
sponds to the largest laminar flame speed and the
smallest flame thickness. The non-monotonic
trend between the critical radius and equivalence
ratio is similar to that between flame thickness
and equivalence ratio. This is caused by the fact
that the duration of initial flame transition period
(which is proportional to critical radius) strongly
depends on the flame thickness.

In order to understand the cause for strong
flame trajectory dependence on the ignition
energy and Lewis number, the dependence of nor-
malized flame speed on the Karlovitz number
ðKa ¼ Kd=S0

uÞ of spherical H2/air flames is shown
in Fig. 5(a). The maximum Karlovitz number
changes greatly with the equivalence ratio, or
more accurately, with the Lewis number. This pre-
dicted dramatic change of the maximum Karlo-
vitz number is consistent with the theoretical
prediction shown in Fig. 1(b). To show the effects
of ignition energy, the theoretical results for mix-
ture with Le = 2 are shown in Fig. 5(b) for com-
parison. Theory predicts that the ignition energy
does not affect the flame trajectories above the
turning point of maximum Karlovitz number.
This is due to the fact that the energy deposition
is treated as a boundary condition at the center
and the unsteadiness is not included in the asymp-
totic theory [20]. However, contrary to the theory,
Fig. 5(a) shows that there is a strong unsteady
effect near the maximum Karlovitz number. Due
to the unsteady effect, the flame speed trajectory
depends on the ignition energy. For u = 4.5, the
simulations reveal that, at large Karlovitz num-
bers, flames initiated by large ignition energies
have higher flame speeds. However, near the max-
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imum Karlovitz number, flames with smaller igni-
tion energy have larger flame speed. This ‘‘flame
speed reverse” originates from the unsteady flame
evolution near the adiabatic extinction limit (the
point of maximum Karlovitz number in
Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 1(b)). Because of the existence
of the reverse effect at large Lewis numbers, nei-
ther non-linear fitting nor linear fitting of experi-
mental data for flame speed determination is
correct. Ignition energy and transient flame evolu-
tion significantly affect the flame trajectories and
thus must be considered.

For flame radii larger than the critical radius
(Fig. 3) flame speed becomes only dependent on
the Karlovitz number. The critical radius above
which the unsteady flame transition ends, can be
found by observing the change of flame thickness
during the flame propagation. Figure 6 shows the
history of flame thickness (defined as the distance
between the cold, T = 400 K, and hot,
T = 1000 K, sides of the flame) during flame prop-
agation for H2/air at u = 4.5 initiated from three
different ignition hot pocket sizes (cases a, b, c,
marked also in Figs. 3 and 5). The results indicate
that there is a significant change in flame thickness
during the initial unsteady flame transition period.
The substantial thickening of the flame initiated by
the lowest ignition energy before it reaches the max-
imum Karlovitz number is the cause of the flame
speed reverse. After the transition period, the flame
thickness is almost constant and the three lines
merge together onto the low-dimensional manifold
for Rf > Rc. The change of flame thickness during
the flame propagation clearly demonstrates the
effect of unsteadiness on flame trajectory. In addi-
tion to the above results obtained under atmo-
spheric conditions, numerical simulations of H2/
air flames at elevated pressures have also been con-
ducted [34]. It is found that the flame speed reverse
effect also exists at high pressures and that the crit-
ical radius decreases with pressure [34].
4. Experimental validation

4.1. Experimental methods

The experiments on propagating hydrogen/air
flames are conducted in a high pressure combustion
facility at normal gravity. The experimental meth-
ods are similar to our earlier work [3,18] and will
be described briefly here. Pre-mixtures are prepared
by using the partial pressure method from pure
hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen compressed gas
sources. The combustible mixture is spark-ignited
at the center of the chamber with different spark
ignition energies. To study the ignition/unsteady
effect, experiments on H2/air at fixed equivalence
ratio but different ignition energies (obtained by
changing the voltage and spark distance for spark
ignition) have been conducted. The flame propaga-
tion sequence is imaged with Schlieren photogra-
phy using a high-speed digital video camera.

From the Schlieren images, the flame front is
located and recorded using an automated detec-
tion program for ease of processing and reduction
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of human bias. The raw flame radius data are
smoothed and flame front velocity calculated
using local second order polynomials fit by least-
squares methods over a range of 3 mm surround-
ing each point. The data processed in this manner
are consistent with the raw data as well as data
processed through a more conventional local-
averaging (low-pass) filter [18].

4.2. Results and discussion

Experiments on H2/air flames at different equiv-
alence ratio (u = 0.5, 1.0, 4.5, 5.5) and different
ignition energies have been conducted. Figure 7
shows the flow-corrected flame speed (Sb = dRf/
dt) using the methodology described in [18] as func-
tions of flame radius and stretch rate for H2/air for
u = 4.5. The experimental data show that the flame
trajectory is strongly dependent on the ignition
energy due to the unsteady flame transition. This
result is consistent with the theory and the detailed
numerical simulation. In addition, the existence of
the flame speed reverse effect is also shown by the
experimental data. Only above a critical flame
radius, Rc, do the different flame speed trajectories
converge onto a single curve, which corresponds to
the attractive low-dimensional manifold, and thus
the effect of initial flame transition can be neglected.
Similar experimental results have also been
reported for expanding spherical H2/air flames at
u = 5.1 by Kelley et al. [32]. It is shown that only
when the flame radius is larger than Rc = 11 mm
(Fig. 4(b) in [32]), the Sb � Rf is independent of
the initial flame transition under different ignition
energies. When the flame radius is larger than the
critical radius, the flame speed, Sb, varies linearly
with the stretch rate, K, as shown in Fig. 7. There-
fore, linear extrapolation can be utilized to obtain
unstretched flame speed.
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The critical radius measured from experiments
is shown in Fig. 4 to compare with that from
detailed numerical simulations. It is seen that the
experimental results agree well with those from
simulation. For stoichiometric H2/air, the critical
radius, Rc, is 5 mm; for rich H2/air, the measured
critical radii are 7 mm and 12 mm for u = 4.5 and
u = 5.5, respectively. The lower bound, RfL,
should be chosen larger than the critical radius,
Rc, to prevent the effect of initial flame transition.
RfL depends strongly on the equivalence ratio of
H2/air, and it can be larger than 10 mm for rich
H2/air. In this case, the lower bound RfL P 6 mm,
suggested in [11,12] in order to minimize ignition
effects, would be too small.
5. Conclusions

In the present work, the trajectories of out-
wardly propagating spherical flames initiated by
an external energy deposition are studied by using
asymptotic theory as well as detailed numerical
simulations and experiments on hydrogen/air
flames. Theoretical analysis reveals a critical flame
radius only above which is the linear or non-linear
extrapolation for flame speeds valid. It is found
that the critical radius changes non-monotonically
with the Lewis number. At large Lewis numbers,
the critical radius can be larger than the minimum
flame radius used in the experimental measure-
ments, leading to invalid flame speed extrapola-
tion. The results also show that there is a critical
Karlovitz number beyond which a spherical flame
cannot exist, due to the quenching caused by the
combined effects of flame curvature and stretch.
Furthermore, both the numerical simulations
and experiments show that the ignition energy
has a significant impact on the flame trajectory.
It is found that the unsteady flame transition at
different ignition energies causes a flame speed
reverse phenomenon near the maximum Karlovitz
number. The occurrence of flame speed reverse
greatly narrows the experimental data range for
flame speed extrapolation.
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